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EY highlights

Second in Revista
Mercado’s ranking on
number of audited
companies (2020, 2019,
2018, 2017, 2016 and
2015)

More than 1,900
clients.

Over 140,000 annual
training hours across
service lines.

More than 3,300
people comprise EYA.

100% adherence to
the Supplier Code of
Conduct.

Customer satisfaction
level of 8.66 out of 10.

659 promoted
employees.

54% new hires with no
prior working experience
in the position applied.

465 active suppliers.
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Section

01

A message from
our CEO

102-14

This year was extremely special and
different. It posed big challenges from
the very beginning. While striving for
excellence, we established major goals.
The COVID-19 pandemic outbreak
changed everything and we were forced to
reinvent ourselves completely, even our
corporate social responsibility activities.

Eduardo Coduri

Socio Director - EY Argentina
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I am proud to present you with this summary of this Integrated Sustainability Report the main efforts
made in 2020 to facilitate our Company’s continuous sustainable development with the highest
standards.
This year was extremely special and different. It posed big challenges from the very beginning. While
striving for excellence, we established major goals. The COVID-19 pandemic outbreak changed
everything and we were forced to reinvent ourselves completely, even our corporate social responsibility
activities.
These difficulties and the economic, social and health uncertainties did not prevent us from building a
better working world in which transformation and innovation are shaping the new realities. This better
world forces us to think about our people, our clients, our suppliers and our community at all times. We
invest a considerable portion of our human and economic resources in this search, and our values always
guide our decisions.
As in prior years, we drafted our Report following the guidelines issued by the International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC), the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards, the Principles of the United
National Global Compact and our Communication on Progress.
In keeping with the 2030 Agenda adopted by the United Nations, this report describes the initiatives to
be employed by EY Argentina in an effort to contribute towards certain Sustainable Development Goals.
As always, we would like to thank our clients’ and suppliers’ full support. We would also like to thank
our Firm members for their high level of commitment to all the activities mentioned herein. We would
also like to thank our internal team that constantly works to enhance our processes and is always
aligned to ensure compliance with our strategic goals and pillars: education, environmental care, D&I,
entrepreneurship and community service.
We definitely face great challenges and we will continue our hard work to attain our continuous
improvement goal.
We hope this report will meet your expectations.
Sincerely,
Norberto Nacuzzi
CEO
Integrated Sustainability Report EY Argentina | Fiscal Year 2020 |
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Section

02 About this report
102-12 102-50 102-54

EY Argentina (“EYA” or the “Firm”) submits its eight
Sustainability Report (the “Report”) from July 1, 2019, through
June 30, 2020, to provide an outlook about its economic,
environmental and social performance.
As in prior years, this Report was drafted following the
guidelines issued by the International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC) for preparing integrated reports. The Firm can
thus provide its stakeholders with information concerning the
value generated by its financial, manufactured, intellectual,
human, natural and social capital.
Following Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards, our report
was drafted in compliance with the “core” option. It is also
used as a Communication on Progress in conformity with our
commitment as a member firm to the UN Global Compact.
Throughout this Report, EY Argentina describes its main
initiatives and goals aligned to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development adopted by the United Nations.
EY Argentina’s CSR & Sustainability Management led the
preparation of this Report. For further detail or comments,
please e-mail rse.sustentabilidad@ar.ey.com.
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Material aspects and dialogue
with stakeholders
102-40 102-42 102-43 102-46 102-47 103-1
This Report includes all material aspects concerning internal
and external stakeholder engagement. It follows the guidelines
to GRI Standards and the materiality analysis proposed therein.
In addition to the adoption of such principles, the materiality
analysis included the following phases:

To identify the Firm’s material aspects, we considered the following sources of information:

• External sources

• Internal sources
-

EYG Vision
EYA sustainability pillars and strategy
2020 financial statements
2019 Sustainability Report
Monthly meetings held by the Sustainability Committee
Work climate surveys
Global Code of Conduct
Internal policies

-

Guidelines to GRI Standards
UN Global Compact Guidelines
IIRC Guidelines
UN Goals for Sustainable Development
AA1000SES Standard Guidelines
Greenhouse Gas Protocol
Dialogue channels with stakeholders
Global sustainability trends

List and organization of the material aspects that are more relevant to EYA and its stakeholders:

Prioritization
Hierarchy based on
impact and influence on
stakeholders’ decisions.

Economic

Social

Environmental

Identification
First identification
of significant issues
for EYA and its
stakeholders.

Validation
Assessment of the
list of top issues
based on scope,
coverage and period.

Review
Review of prior-year
material aspects and
new considerations for
this cycle.

• Economic performance
• Market presence
• Regulatory compliance

• Office supplies
• GHG emissions
• Regulatory compliance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employment
Training & education
Diversity and equal opportunities
Equal pay between women and men
Human rights
Supplier assessment
Regulatory compliance
Client privacy
Fight against corruption
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EY has various communication channels to engage in dialogue with its stakeholders, clear up
doubts and obtain feedback.

• Market presence
• Impact on new entrepreneurs

Pursuant to the guidelines established in Accountability Stakeholder Engagement AA1000SES,
EYA identified these main stakeholders:

• Economic performance

• Regulatory
compliance

• Client privacy

Importance to the stakeholders

• Training & education
• Human rights

• Value formation

• Supplier performance
• Equal pay between women
and men

Internal
public

• Anti-corruption

• Diversity and equal
opportunities
• Efficient use
of resources

Community

• Multiplying effect

• Employment

• Emissions

Suppliers
Clients
Medium materiality

Low materiality

High materiality

Importance according to EY

Main stakeholders
Internal public

Dialogue channels

6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E-mail
Boards
Quarterly meetings
Annual employee climate survey
Performance appraisal
Onboarding and post-boarding workshops
Courses
Ethics hotline
Exit surveys
Events
Sustainability Committee
Social networks
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Community

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exhibitions and training at universities
Employment portals
Online exhibitions
Social networks
Website
E-mail
Press and press release
Forums held by the civil society coordinating
the CSR initiatives

Clients

• Camera presence, events and business
organizations
• Website
• E-mail
• Written or telephone communications
• Service quality surveys
• Special research on topics of interest

The Firm considers that its sustainability strategy and the related efforts contribute directly to the following UN Goals included
in the 2030 Agenda:

In 2020, a new website was launched globally with a completely
different look, a change in our strategy and a fully renown
design. The site launched became a more powerful tool to
consolidate relevant information for users; thus, the Company’s
digital channels facilitated interaction and boosted commitment.
www.EY.com/argentina
The Company reached the following number of followers on its
official social networks:

EYArgentina
EYCareersArgentina

18.5 K followers
9.4 K followers

@EY_Argentina
@EY_CareersAR

5.9 K followers
3 K followers

EY.Argentina

2.38 K followers

EY Argentina

705 subscribers

LinkedIn is a single global account divided by
location:
Total followers: 4,344,339
Followers per location: Argentina: 50,000
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Section

03 Company profile

Americas

EY Global (EYG) is a global network made up of member firms distributed across the world, including EY
Argentina. This network offers assurance, consulting, transactions and tax services.
Even though each member is a legally distinct entity, they collaborate under the representation of EY Global.
It operates in three major geographic areas: the Americas; EMEIA (Europe, Middle East, Indica and Africa), and
Asia-Pacific, and has presence in over 150 countries.

EMEIA*
Asia-Pacific
region

*EMEIA (Europe, Middle East, India and Africa).
8
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With a shared strategy, led and supervised by a single management team, EY does business
across the globe. It is made up of three main corporate governance bodies:

1

EYG’s CEO

• The CEO defines and implements
EYG strategy.
• He/She concentrates all
the elements of the global
organization: leaders, duties,
geographic areas and service
lines.

2

Global Governance
Council

3

Global Executive
Committee

• It advises EYG regarding policies and
strategies. Its approval is required for a
series of important matters that could
affect the organization.

• It seeks to secure a common
understanding of the member firms’
strategic goals and consistency across
the organization.

• It is made up of 36 senior clientserving partners of EYG member
companies, as well as 6 nonexecutive
independent members. These
partners, who do not perform senior
management tasks, are chosen by their
peers.

• It gathers the EYG’s CEO, our area COOs,
our executive leaders and our market
leaders (including area account leaders,
global market leaders and global sector
leaders).
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EY Argentina (EYA)
102-1 102-3 102-4 102-5 102-6 102-7

Through its different member firms, EY offers different
professional services. In Argentina, EY comprises four
companies to do business: Pistrelli, Henry Martin y Asociados
S.R.L.; Pistrelli, Henry Martin Asesores S.R.L. (PHM); EY Global
Services (Buenos Aires) S.R.L., and EY GDS CS Argentina S.R.L.
(GDS).
With offices in the City of Buenos Aires (head office) and in the
City of Córdoba, EYA renders services across Argentina and the
region.

As of the end of 2020, 3,348 people were a part of EYA,
offering professional services to almost 2,000 active clients and
earned over ARS 10.4 billion revenues.
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Fiscal Year 2020

Buenos Aires
and Córdoba
offices

3,348
people are part
of EY

1,986
clients

ARS 10,437,220
(in thousands)
in billing

Corporate governance
102-18 405-1

EYA has the following corporate governance structure:
Partners’
Meeting

Service lines (to clients)

Assurance
Fernando Coccaro
*
*
*
*

Consulting
Aldo Pelesson

Argentina
Managing Partner
Norberto Nacuzzi
**

Strategy and
Transaction
Ignacio Hecquet

Tax
Carlos Casanovas

Executive
Committee *

Core areas

D&I leader
Cynthia Martinez

RM / PPD *
Enrique Crespi
/Gustavo Di Vilio

Administration
and Finance
Pedro Soler

Talent
Maria Lorena
Gregori

Market Segment Leader Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay.
The CSR and Sustainability Management is headed by Mirta Maglietta, who reports to the Managing Partner.
Aldo Pelesson, Carlos Casanovas, Ignacio Hecquet, Norberto Nacuzzi, Fernando Coccaro and Enrique Crespi.
Risk Management / Profesional Practice Director.

The aforementioned corporate governance body is made up as follows:

Age span
30 to 50
Over 50

Women
2
1

Men
4
4

GDS corporate governance structure is as follows:
Shared Service Center
Leader
Veronica Asla
Service lines (to clients)

Tax leader
Abaham Gomez
Rivas

Knowledge Ops
Leader
Lucas Kreimer

Advisory PES
Leader
Constanza
Schriefer

EY Technology
Leader
Juan Carlos
Romero

Core areas

Procurement
Leader
Soledad
Rodríguez

MBAL-Markets,
BMC, AWS & LSS
Lead
Mariana Morcillo

Service
Excellence
Laura Galvalisi

Talent
Maria del Cioppo

EY Technology
Support
Juan Carlos
Romero

Finance & Risk
Pablo Isaia

WES, BCP, CO
& SE
Veronica de
Arteche

BMC
Paula Jaroslavsky

GDS corporate governance body is made up as follows:

Age span
30 to 50
Over 50

Women
8

Men
3
1
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Corporate vision and strategy
In this rapidly-evolving world, the desires and needs of our people, our clients and our
stakeholders are changing: innovation and agility are more important than ever. NextWave is our
new global strategy and long-term ambition to create value for clients, people and society. It is
inspired by the way in which innovation spreads across society and the growth rate follows an
S-curve.
It will be built on our past strength yet acknowledging the importance of capturing what comes
next. This new strategy pushes EY forward and allows it to meet its goal and reach its ambition.
The new strategy rests on four pillars that are aligned to EY values and are aimed at building a
better working world.
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CSR strategy
To mitigate current world issues to protect current and future
generations, EY designed a CSR strategy to build a better
working world. It thus gathers the knowledge and experience
required to trigger a positive change for EY people, our clients
and communities, and follow a responsible line of work.
The global CSR strategy may be summarized in the following
key areas of work:

In addition, EYA’s local strategy highlights the local community’s needs, the Firm’s strategy and business competencies,
focused on the following pillars:

Firm’s
competencies

Firm’s
strategy

Entrepreneurial spirit

To enhance the social impact of entrepreneurs: to advise,
guide and recognize entrepreneurs as agents that deliver social
and economic value

Develop future generations of talent: to educate new talents
and address the problem of youth employment.

Education
Community’s
needs

Diversity and inclusion

The Firm promotes CSR as its daily work based on the following pillars:

Our world is facing many complex
challenges.

Social commitment

Our main goal is to help solve them:
to build a better working world for our
people, our clients and our communities.

What is the
result?
When we do this, we
exert a huge impact:

To create a more diverse and inclusive society: To promote
integration, particularly to increase women’s representation in
business and public life.

Rendering various services to the
community thanks to the Firm’s skills
and experience, and its people through
volunteering actions.

Strategic collaboration

Working with other organizations
engaged in building a better working
world.

Intellectual capital

Employing the intellectual capital to
contribute analysis, thought leadership
and research.

We use our knowledge
and experience to
change the lives of the
communities where we
live and work:

Thousands of
EY people work
together

Fostering inclusive
growth

Millions of lives
are improved

Supporting the
next generation

A goal is met

We are responsible for everything
we do:
For our transactions
For our services to clients
In our partnerships to drive a
positive change
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Business model
EYA integrates the services offered and expects to create value
for both the Firm and its clients without compromising quality
and promoting effective project management through its
business model.

Financial

Human

Social and
Manufactured
relationship

Natural

INPUTS

This business model, according to the Firm’s corporate strategy,
involves intellectual, financial, human, social, manufactured and
natural capital. Thanks to the efforts made by each capital EYA
exerts a positive effect on its stakeholders.

Intellectual

Capital

NextWave’s strategy rests on four pillars: client centricity, exceptional and
diverse people, global integration and teaming, and data and technology.

Stakeholders
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Ongoing training,
entrepreneurship

Clients
Internal public
Community

Clients
Internal public
Community

Ongoing training, Ongoing training,
Quality services, Efficient use of
quality of life,
quality of life,
productivity and resources, lowdiversity and
diversity and
carbon economy
innovation
inclusion
inclusion

Internal public
Community

Community
Clients Suppliers
Internal public

Clients
Internal Public

Community
Clients
Environment

OUTPUTS

Created
value

Efficient
economic
performance

Risk management

Ethics hotline

Internal policies

102-16 205-2

103-2

There are different mechanisms within EYA to identify, assess
and manage related risks that may arise from the services
offered. There is also an area especially engaged in identifying
and managing risks that may be derived from this activity and
that offers advisory services and support to engagement teams
regarding independence, internal policies, conflicts, regulatory
compliance, safety, ethics and other risk-related matters.

The Firm has a line called “EYEthics” available for all EYA
people. This channel is used for reporting unethical and illegal
behaviors that infringe professional standards or that fail to
meet our internal policies. This process is anonymous.

As from FY 2018, EYA implements its Business Integrity
Program to reconfirm and integrate the following existing
policies to identify, detect, prevent and mitigate the risks related
to illegal acts while doing business:

Global Code of Conduct
EY adopts a Global Code of Conduct that sets clear values,
behaviors and ethical standards to offer a service of excellence and
quality in each project undertaken by the Firm.
Any person within EY facing an ethical situation or problem should
follow the guidelines detailed in this Global Code of Conduct. Upon
joining the Firm, all people should read and sign the Code and
ratify their annual commitment. This applies to all positions within
the Firm.
EY’s Code of Conduct is made up of five categories aimed at
establishing the conduct to be followed by each operating area:

•
•
•
•
•

Work between us
Working with clients and other people
Operating with integrity
Maintaining our Objectivity and Independence
Respecting Intellectual Capital

EYA members may report situations that break the Code of
Conduct or that are unethical using other channels, such as
loading a report to a web platform or reporting it directly to an
EY employee before contacting EY Ethics.
Should any event of corruption, discrimination or act against
human rights or behaviors violating internal or external policies
be reported through any means available, they will be afforded
a confidential treatment and preserve the integrity of the
parties involved.

Global Anti-Bribery Policy: This policy offers advisory services
to EY members on certain illegal or unethical practices and
allows no kickback payments.
Anti-Money Laundering and Anti-Terrorism Financing
Policy: The Firm implements a local policy to prevent asset
laundering and terrorism financing across business lines. All
procedures included in the policy comply with Law No. 26,683,
UIF (Financial Information Unit) Resolution No. 65/2011 and
FACPCE (Argentine Federation of Professional Accounting
Councils) Resolution No. 420.
Data Protection Policy: The Firm employs a global policy
to meet legal requirements on personal data protection and
privacy, including current, past or potential personnel, client,
supplier and collaborator information.
Document Retention Policy: The Firm keeps all documents
related to audit processes or containing client information
according to the internal policy, which meets applicable legal
requirements. EYA can thus respond efficiently to lawsuits,
audits, notices or other administrative proceedings that require
that the documents be reviewed.
Global Independence Policy: EYG Global Independence Policy
collects all independence requirements to be followed by the
Firm and its personnel to enforce compliance with Argentine
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and international regulations and laws. All EYA personnel have
tools, courses and specialized assistance ensuring proper policy
fulfillment. They are also required to confirm annual compliance
through the Independence Global System. The Firm also has
a Global Monitoring System so that their professionals may
identify the financial assets and other interests which holding is
not allowed by independence policies.
EYA internal policies meet Sustainable Development Goal
16 as the final aim is to increase the transparency of daily
transactions to avoid corruption, bribes and other practices that
weaken accountability.

Supply chain

confirmation regarding compliance with effective laws and
commitment to the following issues:

102-9 308-1 414-1

• Environment

Working on sustainability issues and spreading the Firm’s
values across the value chain is key to EYA. These tasks
facilitate managing new risks and engaging in best practices
consistent with our CSR strategy.

• Respect for human rights and eradication of forced and child
labor

All suppliers that work with EYA should sign and meet the
Ethics Code for Suppliers prepared to such end. The Code
establishes hiring requirements and sets the behavior to
remain active in EYA’s supply chain. It demands supplier

In 2020, the Firm worked with 465 suppliers and all of them
signed and adopted the Code. Through this set of initiatives
related to the sustainable management of the supply chain, the
Firm contributes to the achievement of SDG 8 “Decent Work
and Economic Growth”:

Target 16.5
• Substantially reduce
corruption and bribery in all
their forms.

Target 16.6
• Develop effective,
accountable and transparent
institutions at all levels.

Target 8.7
Take immediate and effective
measures to eradicate forced
labor, end modern slavery and
human trafficking and secure
the prohibition and elimination
of the worst forms of child labor,

• Occupational safety and health
• Occupational diversity and inclusion

including recruitment and use of child soldiers, and by
2025 end child labor in all its forms.

EYA Commitment Targets
• Ensure suppliers’ full adherence to the Code of Conduct.
• Visit all suppliers to monitor compliance with these
guidelines.

EYA Commitment Targets
• Sustain a high level of employee compliance with the
Firm’s internal policies.
• Reduce the number of claims reported to the Ethics
Hotline from one year to another.
Due to the situation lived regarding the COVID-19 pandemic,
during the end of 2020 the Firm looked for different ways
to adapt to this new working method, as well as supply the
elements required under the protocols implemented and find
new suppliers to provide the items needed to implement the
R20 (Return to Office) protocol.
Facing 2021 and pursuant to D&I policies, EYA undertakes to
work with more women-led companies. It will also continue
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adding sustainable suppliers and expects to propose, as
possible, purchases or the related substitutes to collaborate
with the environment and add value to the chain from the
triple impact.
To rise to these challenges, the Firm participated in a
workshop delivered by WEConnect, a global network that
connects different companies with women-led businesses
and suppliers.

Service lines at EYA
102-2 102-6 102-7
The services rendered by EY Argentina across Argentina and the
region may be grouped in the following service lines:

Assurance

Across the globe, the road to success is governed by increasingly
complex regulatory requirements and growing stakeholder
demands. Independent audits provide investors and stakeholders
with critical information; audit committees with a solid and clear
perspective, and management with timely and constructive
contributions. The services offered by this line are:

Strategy and Transaction

EYA understands that the capital management methods used
by organizations will define their future competitive edge.
Therefore, it offers integrated and objective advisory services
to facilitate clients’ decisions regarding strategic capital and
transaction management. These services include:

• IT assurance and risk
• Strategy
• Cyber security
• Big data and data analysis
• Supply chain and transactions

• International transactions

• IT advisory services

• Advisory services about divestitures

• Climate change and sustainable development services

• Financial advisory services

• Robotic process automation

• Mergers and acquisitions

• Specific consulting services for financial and insurance
institutions

• Private capital
• Project financing
• Restructuring

Global Delivery Services (GDS)

• Forensic and integrity services

• Advisory services regarding the development of real estate
investments

GDS Argentina comprises a global network of service provision
centers used by customer care and facilitation service teams to
support the Firm’s internal areas. Below are the global functions
and service lines catered for at present by GDS Argentina:

Tax

• Transaction support

• Tax

To design tax strategies aligned to each business driver and based
on effective compliance and open and transparent information, the
Firm assembles specialized teams that render advisory services
on planning, compliance and reporting, as well as maintenance of
good relationships with tax authorities. Tax services comprise:

• Taxes on transactions

• IT services

• Advisory services on working capital

• Program Execution Services (PES)

• Valuation and business models

• Experience Management

• Global tax reporting and tax and business compliance services

• International tax services

The purpose of the services offered by this line is to transform
clients’ businesses or boost their performance through
comprehensive exams, including core management, business
processes and future growth opportunities and prospects. It
includes the following services:

• Legal services

• Performance enhancement

• External audit services
• Accounting and financial advisory services

• Personnel advisory services
• Indirect taxes

• Transaction integration

Consulting

• Client
• Risks

• Procurement
• Knowledge services (EYK)
Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the Firm offered different
customer webcasts. It thus replaced the traditional events and
supported the webcasts organized by the service lines.
It also supported the services lines by launching specific
product campaigns to help clients deal with the pandemic and
uncertainty, manage the crisis, be ready for the next steps and
redefine their future.
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Clients

Service quality surveys

In 2020, the Firm worked with 1,986 active clients and offered
specialized services to a broad range of industries.

Below is the distribution of the main EYA clients per industry
and the sales made per service line:

1%

3%
7%

15%
14%
13%

Main EY clients
broken down by
industry

37%

13%

Sales
by service lines

50%

Seeking to expand on the market based on exceptional work
and following the vision to build a better working word, EYA
recognizes and enhances the quality of the services rendered by
professionals since it holds a competitive edge in rendering high
quality services thanks to its personnel.
These quality services are especially praised by Firm clients
who can complete a survey related to the services received
and share their comments. These surveys are administered to
compare the services offered and performance to expectations
set. It also allows to gain an understanding of the clients’
problems and strategies, design coordinated actions plans and
build a stable relationship with them.
In 2020, customer level satisfaction stood at 8.66 (out of 10).
This shows EYA’s level of success regarding compliance with the
undertaken quality.

26%
21%

In 2020, customer

Retail and mass consumption companies
Technology, Communications and Entertainment
Public sector and mixed-ownership companies
Financial, insurance and health services
Energy, chemistry and mining
Other
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Assurance
Tax
Consulting
Transaction
Other services

level
satisfaction
stood at 8.66
(out of 10).

Section

04 Financial capital
102-7 201-1 201-4 419-1

A basis of sustainable development within the Firm is related
to good economic performance. The initiatives that create
added value for stakeholders are implemented thanks to such
performance. These include investments in face-to-face and
online education and training, compliance with tax obligations
and voluntary investments in the community.
Thanks to these actions, financial capital becomes human,
intellectual, social and industrial capital, leading to the
continuous improvement of the services offered by the Firm in
line with the vision of building a better working world.

PHM economic performance
in 2020 and 2019
(stated in thousands of ARS)*
FY20

The financial information included herein is adjusted for
inflation for comparative purposes. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic, operating costs related to this fiscal year declined in
Q2, so the companies’ operating income was similar to that of
the prior year. Moreover, in 2019, the corporate names related
to the GDS were accounted for within PHM for four months until
the final spin-off was made.
Considering the context of economic instability lived in
Argentina due to the pandemic, the Firm supported its people
by offering an average 43% and 47% salary increase to PHM

and GDS personnel, respectively, and also granted bonuses
accounting for 8% of salaries paid in 2020 to both corporate
names.
As in prior years, in 2020, EYA received no financial aid
from the public sector, such as tax reliefs, subsidies, grants,
incentives or any other type of financial benefit.
Also, during the period covered, no significant fines or penalties
were imposed to the Firm for failing to comply with effective
laws or regulations.

GDS economic performance
in 2020 and 2019
(stated in thousands of ARS)*
FY19

Direct economic value generated
5,863,503 6,604,320
Revenues
Direct economic value distributed
2,608,600 2,520,936
Operating costs
Salaries and employee benefits 2,196,711 3,073,145
209,343
199,686
Payments to equity providers
527,565
554,520
Payments to government
3,715
5,532
Investments in the community
* Including the transactions conducted by the two legal entities
doing business in Argentina,

FY20

FY19

Direct economic value generated
4,573,717 2,557,782
Revenues
Direct economic value distributed
904,163
577,559
Operating costs
Salaries and employee benefits 3,394,724 1,846,436
87,105
77,000
Payments to equity providers
1,192,113 386,373
Payments to government
1,343
963
Investments in the community
* Including the transactions conducted by the two legal entities
doing business in Argentina.
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Section

05

Manufactured
capital
102-7 201-1 201-4 419-1

In an effort to raise its manufactured capital, the Firm expects
to improve its working space on an ongoing basis and provide
EYA personnel with comfortable spaces equipped with cuttingedge technology.
It also replaced conventional fluorescent tubes with LED tube
lights. Moreover, it added flexible spaces in three floors of the
Firm’s buildings. Personnel may relax, eat or hold informal
meetings in these areas.
It also added two lactation rooms to ensure comfort and
privacy.
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Section

06 Intellectual capital

In 2020, the Firm invested over AR$27,500,000 in courses,
workshops, training sessions and seminars for all personnel,
up by 37% from the prior year. This amount accounts for 1% of
salaries paid during the same period.

$27,500,000

in courses, workshops,
training sessions and
seminars for all personnel.

Learn
ing

A main pillar to be able to render these services and form
outstanding leaders is the ongoing training of Firm members.
This is also one of the reasons for which people wish to join EYA
as it shows its firm commitment to the ongoing training of its
professionals by delivering internal and external courses.

Training

Developing
our people
Coaching

ces
rien
pe
Ex

EYA aims at offering professional services that follow standards
and offer quality in line with its vision to build a better working
world and EYG guidelines. This combination lays the foundation
of its service excellence.

404-1
In FY20, the Firm delivered 147,819 training hours in
internal and external courses and professional development
courses abroad. This is a 7% rise with respect to the number
of training hours offered the prior year.
A total of 84,357 and 63,462 hours were offered for PHM
and GDS personnel, respectively. Thus, every employee
received 44 annual training hours in average.

In FY20, the Firm

147,819 hours

training hours in internal
and external courses and
professional development
courses abroad.
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In-house courses

Technical courses
• The Firm offers training on technical and industry-specific skills defined as key by each service line.

Personal excellence
• They focus on crucial skills required by all client-servicing personnel. They are aimed at consolidating the Firm’s cultural components.

Transformation Academy
• Program earmarked for PPEDs and senior managers across service lines that address topics such as digital mindset, digital leadership, analytics and agile, among others.

Scholarships for masters or graduate studies
• For managers with at least one year in such role. The Firm finances up to half the course.

External courses

Partnerships with universities
• EYA offers discounts in undergraduate and graduate studies in some well-known Argentine universities: ESEADE, Universidad Di Tella, Universidad Austral, Universidad Siglo XXI, Universidad
de San Andrés, UAI, FAUBA, UCEMA, Universidad de Palermo, UBA, ITBA and Universidad Católica de Córdoba.

Partnership with CUI (Language Center)
• All EYA employees have discounts in the language courses taught in CUI.

UdeSA program for managers
• The Program of Personal and Organizational Development for Managers, based on the three EYU pillars, addresses the Firm’s main topics of interest: Human resources and leadership;
marketing, sales and negotiation; strategy, and finance.

Di Tella program for senior employees

Professional development program abroad

• The program to acquire management skills is aimed at networking, exchanging ideas, sharing problems and building individual and team solutions. It also aims at offering a comprehensive
view of the business that allows to generate growth strategies and maximize their value.

Global New Horizons
• The Firm offers an exchange program in which seniors and managers can travel to other EY offices to share their experience and learn new skills to offer a better service to clients.

Rotators (GDS)
• To enhance GDS collaborators’ competencies and skills, the Firm provides them with the possibility of travelling to EY offices in the United States for 4 to 11 months.

Rapid Development Program (GDS)
• The purpose of this program is to develop new leaders by offering a global experience designed in India, where participants can plan different initiatives and projects related to their activity.

Global New Partner Program
• The Firm allows newly promoted partners to perform their duties and understand the major role they will play in the execution of Vision 2020. The program also allows them to establish
networks with their peers to become acquainted with EY leaders worldwide.
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Training hours per
gender (PHM) - FY20
In line with NextWave and One LAS initiatives, the Firm is
implementing Transformation Academy across the region, a
program targeted to PPEDs and senior managers of all service
lines. The initiative is aimed at transforming the next generation
of digital-minded inspiring leaders capable of promoting the
change required by the current context. This program addresses
digital mindset, digital leadership, analytics and agile, among
others.

Training hours per
type of course delivery
(PHM) - FY20

Training hours per type
of course (PHM) - FY20

21%
49%

24%

51%

61%
18%
76%

Female
Male

As the Firm implemented remote work protocols as from
March due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we turned all
training proposals automatically to virtual training sessions
with no delays and maintained the Firm’s commitment to
personnel ongoing training.

Face-to-face
Digital
Web

Training hours per
gender (GDS) - FY20
Below is a distribution of the hours invested in training based on
gender, type of course, education mode and position.

Technical skills
Interpersonal skills

Training hours per
type of course delivery
(GDS) - FY20
3%

Training hours per type
of course (GDS) - FY20

6%

16%
54%

40%

42%

46%

60%
33%

Female
Male

Face-to-face
E-learning
Digital class

External courses
Self Study

Technical skills
Interpersonal skills
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Training hours per rank (PHM) - FY20
Supervisor
Partner
Senior
SL intern
CBS SR Manager
Senior Manager
CBS Manager
Manager
Executive Director
Director
Assistant
Senior analyst
Analyst
Administrative

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40% 45%

Training hours per rank (GDS) - FY20
Partners/Directors
Associate Director/Senior Manager
Assistant Director/Manager
Sup. Associate/Senior
Senior Associate
Staff/Associate/Administrative Advanced

0%

10%
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20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

In 2020, EYA continued working in recognizing its professionals
through EY Badges. The purpose of these training sessions is to
develop employees’ digital knowledge and skills.
EY Badges address topics to accompany the digital
transformation: data analytics (data integration, data science,
data visualization, data platform, data architecture and
information strategy), robotics and artificial intelligence.

PERCENTAGE PER RANK

5%

93%
2017

1%

2017

GOLD

This new platform is easier to use and can be accessed using
mobile devices. Customized learning plans can be designed
in the platform to develop new technical and leadership
skills. SuccessFactors Learning also offers more functions for
counselors and more automation and reporting features for
EYA training teams. The platform is a single access to training
courses and information so that personnel may customize their
learning. As from January 21, SuccessFactors became the
single learning platform for EY personnel across the world.

42%
37%

SILVER

Training sessions related to EY Badges and other learning
sessions related to the courses offered by the Firm were
grouped and managed through Success Factors Learning, a
platform implemented in 2020 after its migration from EY
Leads.

PERCENTAGE PER TYPE OF BADGE

BRONZE

This type of training sessions provide the Firm with the
possibility of acquiring the critical competencies to develop.
All certifications are obtained through EY Badges platform by
completing online courses, project experience and contributions
inside and outside EYA.

Badges

5%

4%

4%

Manager

Senior
Manager

Senior
Associate

3%

2017

Staff/Assistant

Senior

2%

Administrative Supervisor
Intermediate,
advanced & Lead

2%
Assistant
Director

BADGES PER SUBDOMAIN
PERCENTAGE PER SERVICE LINE

18

Data visualization

10

Data science

10

Agile

8

Teaming

Consulting
Assurance
CBS

12%
5%

7
7
3

BCM - Corporate & Commercial Banking

51%

13%

Digital
Robotic process automation
Cybersecurity

3

Data integration

3

SaT

Design thinking

2

Global team leadership

2

Tax

Inspiring

19%

2

Blockchain

1
1

Data architecture

1

Inclusion and Belonging
Power & Utilities

1
1

Transformational leadership

1

BCM - Investment Banking & Capital Markets
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Spaces for participation
102-13
In line with SDG 17 “Partnership for the goals”, EYA keeps a
fluent dialogue with its stakeholders and seeks to create new
spaces to share, compare and integrate different programs and
initiatives.
In 2020, the Firm participated in the following associations:
• CEADS (Argentine Business Council for Sustainable Development)
• IAIA (Argentine Institute of Internal Auditors)
• Global Compact Argentine Network
• IARSE (Argentine Institute of Corporate Social Responsibility)
• CSR & Sustainability Committee of the CPCECABA (Professional
Council in Economic Sciences of the City of Buenos Aires)
• AHK (Argentine-German Chamber of Industry and Commerce)
• AMCHAM (U.S. Chamber of Commerce in Argentina)
• CCAB (Argentine-British Chamber of Commerce)

In 2020, continuing the alliance between EYA and CEADS, the
Firm continued working on advising private companies of the
2030 Agenda and the Goals for Sustainable Development. This
effort made it possible to align the private sector in setting a
local agenda towards 2030.

As in prior years, EYA participates in the event in which
CEADS submits the results of the initiatives regarding
the sustainability goals set by its member companies
throughout the year. These initiatives are the result of
the work performed by CEADS during the year together
with EYA, offering workshops addressing topics such
as the Sustainable Development Goals, which allow to
design initiatives and set specific indicators to track
progress. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, all workshops
offered during the year were virtual. The companies
were thus able to continue participating in these spaces
and to continue building a common agenda.

• GFE (Group of Foundations and Companies)
• IAEF (Argentine Institute of Finance Executives)
• ACDE (Argentine Christian Business Executives Association)
• Endeavor Argentina
• Management contributions to the third sector
• RED de empresas por la Diversidad (network of companies for
diversity)
• Green Helmets Civil Association
• Habitat for Humanity
• Plantarse Civil Association
• Desde tu lugar
• Fundación Compromiso
• Argencon
• Cessi
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EYG has different internal global networks to facilitate
communication between members and allow all teams across the
globe to share the work performed regardless of the member
firm or service line they belong to. EY Discover is such a network,
as it is a tool that allows people to publish the results of the work
conducted, consult the projects implemented by other firms or
even look for another people that may be of use to conduct any
particular work in a EYG member firm.
These tools facilitate information exchange between offices and
an enhanced integration of EYG personnel as they can share
the knowledge gained thanks to different training skills and
experience in projects consistent with the vision to build a better
working world.
Each office has teams engaged in keeping these tools up to
date and safeguarding the intellectual capital and confidential
information, as established in the Global Code of Conduct.
Another platform used is Yammer. It a business collaboration tool
where EY personnel can collaborate, analyze ideas and share
knowledge in real time.

• CCIFA (Franco-Argentine Chamber of Commerce and Industry)
• CSR Committee of IDEA (Business Development Institute in
Argentina)

A single firm

The joint work of EYA and CEADS is another example of the
alliances that can be forged between the different organizations
to achieve the SDGs.

Target 17.7
• Promote development, transfer,
dissemination and diffusion
of environmentally sound
technologies to developing
countries on favorable terms,
including on concessional and
preferential terms, as mutually
agreed.

Section

07 Human capital
Our talents

GDS positions for FY20
Title
F
M

102-8 102-41 401-1 405-1
EYA’s quality services are based on building highperformance teams: to such end, a fundamental pillar is to
have diverse teams trained and developed on an ongoing
basis. These foundations apply to all personnel regardless
of whether they offer client-serving or internal support
employees.
Below are EYA employees broken down by position, gender
and age as of the end of the period analyzed.

PHM positions for FY20
Title
F
M

Total

Partner
Director
Executive Director
Senior Manager
Manager
Senior
Assistant
Supervisor

6
1
11
36
71
222
329
25

62
2
20
41
69
214
303
8

68
3
31
77
140
436
632
33

Administrative
employee

122

51

173

Intern
Total

3
826

770

3
1596

Total

Partner/Principal
Executive Director
Director
Senior Manager
Associate Director
Assistant Director
Manager
Supervising Associate
Senior Associate/Senior
Staff/Assistant
Associate

1
1
7
9
39
15
60
194
317
45

1
1
5
14
117
16
230
342
293
42

1
1
2
12
23
156
31
290
536
610
87

Adm. Adv./Intermediate

3

-

3

691

1061

1752

Total

Age span
< 30
30-50
>50
Total

Age span
< 30
30-50
>50

Total

Age FY20 – PHM
F
M

451
266
53

826

770

1596

Age FY20 - GDS
F
M

Total

401
643
17
1061

Distribution per gender FY20 - PHM

Male

48%

52%

Female

Distribution per gender FY20 - GDS

Total

497
277
52

400
278
13
691

A total of 6.45% of 1,596 PHM employees are included in a
collective bargaining agreement. A total of 4.85% of 1,752 GDS
personnel are included in such an agreement.

948
543
105

801
921
30
1752

39%
Male

Female

61%

In average, the employee turnover rate stood at 21.95% in
2020. Turnover for PHM amounted to 25.3%, while it stood at
18.6% for GDS.
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Development management
404-3
In line with the commitment to creating an exceptional EYA
experience, in 2020, we drafted a new plan to accompany new
hires called “First Year Experience”. The general goals are:
• Accompany new hires in an efficient manner from the moment
they join the Company
• Offer useful tools throughout the process to consolidate the
knowledge and skills needed to deliver a proper performance
at EY
• Detect alerts and draft reports leading to improvement plans
to enhance their work experience during their first months at
the Firm.
STAFF
New assistants or
experienced
assistants

Welcome
We seek to level new
hires’ knowledge with
tools and information
to efficiently integrate
them to EY.

EXPERIENCED HIRE
Connected

Seniors and
managers

Our goal is to help recognize
employees based on their skills,
knowledge and abilities, and
detect the obstacles faced.

Contribute
Offer career
development tools and
disclose the level of
satisfaction with the
value proposal offered
by EY as an employer.
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EYA uses LEAD to manage performance, development
and career. This tool is used to describe the way
in which the Firm accompanies its professionals in
developing their skills as transformational leaders.
LEAD has an IT platform to record the quarterly
feedback and ongoing conversations held, the activities
conducted to guide the career and develop skills while
striving at the best performance to achieve the business
goals set.
LEAD is based on the following premises:
• To value people for who they are and what they
contribute to the Firm
• To offer tools and resources to facilitate their own
development and professional aspiration fulfillment
• To focus on learning from each project and the highest
performing teams they work with
• To help them give their best by recognizing them
as individuals and helping them understand their
possibilities from a career standpoint.

LEAD distinguishing features:
It is aligned with EYA purpose, NextWave, values, strategic
pillars and leadership brand. EYA transformational leadership
model helps build skills, aim higher and think long term at
all levels. LEAD also boosts transparency as it introduced
surveys and dashboards to see personal feedback and
compare it with other colleagues, in addition to linking the
feedback received to the issuer.
LEAD follows performance cycles to highlight the
importance of a continuous and constant approach in career,
development and performance across the year.
The performance cycle offers more opportunities concerning
the following factors:
• Connection: Frequent conversations (1:1) between
counselor and counselee
• Prioritization: A continuous focus on each cycle activities
• Analysis: LEAD scorecard us used to obtain regular
information and consider alternative experiences to
facilitate long-term professional growth

Career conversations should address the complete
picture and help Firm members understand:

• Support: Counseling Family and Counselor Connect Groups
sessions to support the group and take advantage of
opportunities

• Who they are: their interests, purpose and values

• Comments: ongoing and frequent feedback

• How they are seen: their brand

• Recording goals as short-term activities to help direct
attention to the achievements made during the period.

• The steps to be taken to reach their professional goals.

The counselor and
counselee hold 1:1
conversations

The counselor
attends the Connect
Group meeting

The counselee and
counselor reflect
on the dashboard
results and career

90 day cycle

Counselor:
• The counselor reviews the
counselee’s dashboard and
completes the checklist
before attending the
Connect Group meeting.

1st 1:1 meeting:
• Gold standard
• Professional responsibilities
• Career ambitions
• Activities
• Feedback suppliers

The counselee
prioritizes the
activities defined
every 90 days

The counselee
requests feedback

The feedback
provider completes
the assessment
Counselee
Counselor
Feedback supplier
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Vision from LEAD’s standpoint

... for all our people
Career:
Help them understand who they
are and be recognized for that,
as well as where they want their
career to be headed.

Career
Development

Development:
Feedback and regular
conversations regarding
growth and development.

…for EY
Career:
Better differentiate the
potential to make differentiated
investments and offer an
exceptional client service..

Development:
Build purpose-driven talents
and leaders to boost the
strategy and results.

Performance
Performance:
Being valued for their
contribution to EY and their
teams by displaying their best
performance.
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Performance:
Align individual actions and
behaviors with Vision 2002
strategy and goals.

Team leadership
Shared vision

Proper combination

Quality outcome

It articulates a bold and clear vision
that fosters active engagement and
inspires everyone.

It chooses, respects and develops a diverse
combination of talents and adequate skills when
appropriate.

It sets the high standards expected by collaborators
and allows each individual and team to achieve quality
results.

sonal leadershi
Per
p

Client leadership
It provides EY’s best to its
clients by offering the right
people at the right time; it
builds credibility, and enriches
relationships.

It applies ﬁnancial, operating,
risk, sector and global
knowledge to make decisions
in dynamic markets.

• Shared vision
• Proper combination
• Quality outcome

Business development

Client
leadership

Business
leadership

• Connected
• Receptive
• Insightful

• Flair for business
• Business development
• Innovation

d
se

Ex
ce

Pr
es
enc
e

Vitality

Achiev
eme
n
t
-fo
cu

It shares EY experiences
and the point of view is
customized to each client; it
anticipates to the client’s
ideas.

rvice
nt se
clie
l
a
ion
pt

Proactive, visible and
appropriate.

Insightful

PHM promotions in FY20

Flair for business

Team
leadership

Receptive

659 promotions

Business leadership

-performing t
hest
eam
Hig
s

Connected

In 2020, all personnel used the system to request
feedback at least once every period. Also, 94% requests
were answered and employees accessed quarterly
and annual performance chart reports based on EY’s
leadership model.

y
ilit
Ag

It leverages EY’s business
development practices to
thrive on responsible
market leadership.

Innovation
It offers broad collaboration
inside and outside EY to
contribute new ideas,
talented professionals and
services, and build a better
working world.

Senior Manager

7
32

Manager
Senior

174

Experienced assistant

250
17

CBS

GDS promotions in FY20
Senior Manager

3

Associate Director

8

Manager

9

Senior

60

Assistant Director

32

Supervising Associate

50

Senior Associate

17

EY’s leadership rests on its values, commitment to technical excellence and inclusion,
and the purpose to build a better working world.

Personal leadership
Presence

Vitality

Agility

It communicates with conﬁdence,
humbleness and integrity to be
credible and support others.

It actively safeguards people’s
well-being, energy and enthusiasm.

It shows curiosity and self-awareness to adjust
behaviors and forge relationships in different
contexts.
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Commitment

Target 8.6
By 2020, significantly reduce
the proportion of young people
who are not employed and do
not study or receive training.

Youth employment
Aligned to its commitment to SDG 8 “Decent work and
economic growth” and following its vision to build a better
working world, the Firm offers regular training to its people and
seeks to add young professionals. A total of 1,369 people joined
the Firm; 698 started working at GDS, while 671 joined PHM in
2020.
The sources used by EYA to attract new talents are:
• EY’s website (www.ey.com/ar/beyellow)
• Employment digital portals
• Job fair

EYA commitment goals
• Continue promoting the training and development of
young talents.
• Develop tools for the delivery of more efficient and
attractive courses.
• Improve the percentage of new entrants without previous
experience.

• Implement enterprise development, supply chain and
marketing practices that empower women.
• Promote equality through community initiatives and
advocacy.
• Measure and publicly report on progress to achieve gender
equality.
In 2020, EYA implemented “Power Up”, a set of workshops
aimed at developing leadership, especially women, to empower
them at work and broaden the network of relationships to
promote professional development. The general aim was to
accelerate progress of gender equity as a strategy to transform
the business by involving female partners, directors, senior
managers and managers. In 2021, the same project will be
implemented targeting seniors.

• Social networks
• Exhibitions at universities
• Sources located in inclusion projects
• Referral program within EY

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, as from March, job
interviews are conducted online using Hirevue. Thus,
EY managed to continue the recruitment and hiring
processes during the mandatory lockdown.

Gender equity and inclusion
401-3 405-2

In its search to promote gender equality, EYA implements
actions through ongoing trainings in equity, diversity and
inclusion. The Firm adheres to the Women’s Empowerment
Principles formulated by UN Women, which shows its
commitment and involvement in these topics.
These seven principles govern the private sector regarding
women empowerment at work and are strictly related to SDG 5.
Women’s Empowerment Principles
• Establish high-level corporate leadership for gender equality

EYA undertakes to contribute to the achievement of Target
8.6 of SDG 8 in an effort to reduce the proportion of youth
not in employment. In line with this SDG, in FY20, 30% and
78% of new hires by GDS and PHM had no former professional
experience. This shows EY’s commitment to including young
professionals in the marketplace.
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• Treat all women and men fairly at work – respect and support
human rights and nondiscrimination.
• Ensure the health, safety and well-being of all women and
men workers.
• Promote education, training and professional development
for women.

Target 5.c
Adopt and strengthen sound
policies and enforceable
legislation for the promotion
of gender equality and the
empowerment of all women and
girls at all levels.

EYA adopts a soft landing policy that allows mothers to
join EY after maternity leave and resume labor activities
gradually in a flexible work arrangement, work reduced
hours or work for clients located near their houses.
In 2020, 14 maternity leaves were given, 12 people
adopted the soft landing policies and 5 paternity leaves
were granted to PHM members. A total of 17 maternity
leaves and 21 paternity leaves were granted at GDS.
To add unique values and enhance talent within the Firm,
EYA aims every year to build diverse engagement teams
as diversity allows to come up with new and creative ideas.
Following this line, in 2020, we continued working with a
focus on our D&I goals.
We held the D&I Week again, from June 15 to 19. This
year’s motto was the sense of belonging. Daily panels
were organized during the week to discuss EYA’s analysis
about, and commitment to, D&I. Therefore, in addition to
assembling diverse engagement teams, EYA personnel feel
valued and driven to develop their full potential.
Aligned to our pledge to foster a diverse and inclusive
environment, and as part of the action plan of the Unity
Argentina network, EYA decided to participate in the LGBT+
Pride Week and Parade held in the City of Buenos Aires in
November. During the week, two groups of EYA people were
organized, which then joined the parade.

This year the Firm joined Pride Connection Argentina, a network
of companies committed to diversity and that seek to expand
their networks to share, strengthen and promote best practices
towards the labor inclusion of the LGBT+ community.

Another highlight is that the Firm’s employment team
took a training course on the terminology used from an
equal paradigm delivered by the Coordinator of Sexual
Diversity of the Argentine Ministry of Development. The
purpose of the course was to train the team on genderresponsive communications and job search. Thanks to
this training, job ads are drafted using gender-inclusive
or gender-neutral language. UN Women made special
emphasis on this.

Professional
PHM Argentina

Network
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Recruiting documents the source through which personnel joined EYA. Thus,
there is a record of new hires from inclusive sources. A total of 11 people joined
the Firm in 2020.
These sources are made up of different NGOs, programs and foundations:
Comunidad IT, 111 mil, Codo a Codo, Plan Azurduy, Medias Chicas, Chicas en
Tecnología y ADA, Programa a la Par, Fundación Forge and Asociación Civil
Puentes.
In 2020, the Anti-Discrimination and Anti-Harassment Employment Equality
Policy was introduced to express the Firm’s commitment to maintaining a
professional business environment free from discrimination, harassment
and retaliation. In addition, the “protected characteristics” offer examples of
prohibited behaviors, details the reporting process and the different channels
available for reporting claims, guides confidentiality expectations and explains
the Firm’s response to prohibited behaviors.

10
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Gender wage ratio (PHM)
Female
Male

Executive Director
Director

Senior Manager
Manager

Senior Assistant Supervising Administrative

Intern

Gender wage ratio (GDS)
Female
Male

Director

Senior Manager Supervising Senior
Manager

Assistant Associate

Target 10.2
By 2030, empower and promote the social,
economic and political inclusion of all, irrespective
of age, sex, disability, race, ethnicity, origin,
religion or economic or other status.
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Benefits
Through the program “ENJOY”, the Firm provides
its members with several benefits concerning
education, health and well-being, lifestyle,
training and purchases:

Education

• Discounts in undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate studies at universities such as UBA, UADE, ITBA, Austral,
UCEMA, San Andrés, UAI, Di Tella, IAE Business School, Siglo 21, ICDA and Universidad de Palermo
• Discounted prices to attend language courses at UBA

Good health and
well-being

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discounted prices at Megatlón gyms in Buenos Aires, Córdoba and Rosario
Discounts in yoga and Pilates centers
Discounts in DeRose Method schools
Discounts at YMCA
Discounts at Animal Studio
Influenza vaccination program
Healthy Fridays (fruits are offered)
Discount at stem cell banking

Lifestyle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special birthday, paternity, adoption, family emergency, graduation and exam leaves
Marriage, birth and adoption gifts
Flexible work hours
Reduced or part-time work
Home office
Soft landing for new mothers
Assistance to personnel across Argentina

Entertainment

•
•
•
•

Subscription to Club La Nación Premium and full access to the digital version
Club La Voz card
After office bar discounts
Library and DVD collection

Procurement

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discounts in in-company mobile food kiosk
“En Punto” benefit
Discounts at Smart Order and Compañía de Alimentos S.A.
Discounts for IT products
Discounts at food and wine stores
Discounts for auto and home products and services
Insurance discounts
Discounts at clothing and bookstores
Hotel discounts
Discounts in cell phone plans
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Education

GDS employees enjoy the following benefits:

• Additional days for study leave (20 days for all members)
• Graduation leave
• In-company training and discounts at universities: Universidad de Palermo, UCEMA, UBA, ITBA, Universidad de San
Andrés, UAI, ESEADE, Universidad Torcuato di Tella, CUI, Universidad Austral, IAE, Siglo 21, ICDA and FAUBA

Leisure

•
•
•
•

Purchase discounts
Subscription to Club La Nación and Club La Voz and full access to the digital version
After office discounts
Library

Other

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome kit for new hires
EYversary, 5-year anniversary gift
Labor day gift
LATAM miles. Corporate credit card
Puffs, arcade games and darts in the office
Internet reimbursement
Back to school kit
Birthday celebration and gift

Good health
and well-being

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discounts in all Megatlón centers
Discounts in different well-being spaces, such as yoga, Pilates, DeRose method and bio cells
Discounts at YMCAInfluenza vaccination program and annual physical checkup
Virtual health check
ASE (statutory healthcare organization for management personnel (ASE) reimbursements
Virtual active breaks
Virtual mindfulness program
Virtual training classes

Food

•
•
•
•
•

Healthy vending machines
Coffee, tea and yerba mate available at all floors
Fruits offered every day
Healthy snacks available every day
Virtual talks on nutrition and healthy food

Lifestyle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home office for all service lines
Soft landing when returning from holidays with an additional home office day
Flex Friday across service lines
Birthday leave that may be enjoyed any day of the month of the birthday
Family emergency leave extended to secondary members
Soft landing after maternity leaves
Paternity leaves extended across services lines and two-week home office benefit after the leave
Financial aid to personnel across Argentina
Nursery refund for children up to 3 years old
ICAS: free professional advisory services for Firm members concerning legal, financial and psychological issues
Birthday, adoption and wedding gifts
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Better You

Mes de la salud (a month devoted to health)

Work climate surveys

EYA adopts a program so-called “Better You” that encompasses
health, well-being and life quality in a single program focused on
health prevention and promotion.

Every August the Firm organizes “Mes de la salud”: it hosts
group talks on vaccination, eating habits, addictions, STDs, and
conducts in-company physical and dermatological checks. It
also launched a flu vaccination campaign at the onset of winter
for Firm employees and direct family members, so 770 doses
were applied.

EYA conducts an internal climate survey to measure
employee satisfaction. Unfortunately, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 survey had to be delayed.

• Active breaks
• In-company lactation room
• In-company doctor and nutritionist
• Month devoted to health
• ICAS program to help employees

Due to the mandatory lockdown implemented as from
March 2020, an e-mail box was implemented to submit
remote medical consultations, so the benefit remained
effective.

ICAS program
It is a program to assist employees by offering free and
anonymous counseling to people undergoing a complex
situation to provide them with support, help, information
and guidelines. The service also cover the employees’ direct
family. ICAS Argentina gathers an interdisciplinary team of
professionals (counselors, psychologists, physicians, lawyers
and accountants) available 24/7 to EY personnel to offer legal,
psychological, economic and financial advisory services.

In its commitment to looking after our employees and
contribute to SDG 3 “Good health and well-being”, EYA installed
5 AEDs in its offices and offered many courses, including a CPR
and first aid refresher course taught every month.

Activity

Participants

Talk on resilience

31

Talk on cross-generational
cohabitation and communication

18

Lecture on vaccination
Lecture on emotional health and
comprehensive wellness program
Dermatological control

268

General physical check

335

15

However, the Firm drew up an action plan based on the
answers to the 2019 survey. It tried to work on three
points consistent with the specific needs of each service
line:
• Counselor role/counseling families
• Flexibility
• Communication
An engagement team was assembled to prepare and
monitor the specific action plan. Through regular
meetings, different actions were implemented to provide
a direct response to improvement opportunities. Surveys
were conducted to measure the implementation of
agreed-upon actions.

29

CPR and first aid refresher course

52

CHEQUEOS MÉDICOS
IN COMPANY

TALLER DE REANIMACIÓN
CARDIOPULMONAR

SKIN
CHECK

charlas
ESPECIALES

semana del 13 al 17

jueves 16

semana del 21 al 24

todas las semanas

de 8 a 17 h

a las 15 h

de 9 a 18 h

a las 10 h
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Section

08 Natural capital
301-1 302-1 303-3 305-1 305-2 305-3

The Firm analyzes the environmental impact of the professional
activities conducted: the calculation of greenhouse gas
emissions is key to performing this follow-up and implement
related actions.

GHG emissions in FY20

EYA’s carbon footprint is calculated based on the emissions
generated by employee land and air transportation to the
clients’ offices (as requested based on each project), the
emissions from the electric energy consumption in the offices
and the emissions from natural gas consumption for heating.

Scope I
41 tCO2
1.2%

To estimate these emissions, the guidelines of the GHG
Protocol established by the WBCSD (World Business Council on
Sustainable Development) and WRI (World Resources Institute)
are implemented.

2
3
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2,500

Scope 1

Scope 2

Indirect emissions controlled by the company: they
comprise the energy consumed in the office.

Scope 3

Indirect emissions uncontrolled by the company:
They comprise travelling by plane and taxi.

FY 2020
FY 2019

2,000

CO2 (t)

1

Scope III
1,718 tCO2
49.2%

Comparative chart on scope for
FY19 and FY20

The GHG Protocol classifies issuances in three types based on
scope:

Direct emissions: They comprise transport-related
activities in vehicles owned or leased by employees
and natural gas consumption.

Scope II
1,731 tCO2
49.6%

1,724 1,731

1,500

1,718
1,469

1,000

500

0

53

41

Scope
I: direct
emissions

Scope II:
indirect emissions
controlled by the
company

Scope III:
indirect emissions
uncontrolled by the
company

In 2020, Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions remained stable
with respect to the prior year. Moreover, Scope 3 emissions
(emissions not controlled by the Firm) increased with respect
to 2019. This rise was caused by a change in the method for
collecting air travel information by travel agencies, which
consider not only the destination but also the scales made. This
change specifies the type of emissions.
In addition to the calculation of GHG emissions, EYA bases its
environmental policy in the optimization of resource usage
and waste separation and recycling to reduce environmental
degradation.

Utility use for the period
FY

Electric power
(kWh)

Natural gas
(m3)

Tap water
(m3)

2019

3,239,672

22,668

32,863

2020

3,253,861

17,804

23,847

27%

It also continued recycling paper use:

Paper consumption
FY

Per capita
(kg)

Total
(kg)

2019

11

18,961

2020

7

22,889

36%

decline in office paper
consumption per
capita

13,082 kg
office paper sent for
recycling

Decrease in
office water
consumption

These reductions were favored by Firm policies regarding
the best use of resources and the months of 2020 in which
offices were vacant due to the mandatory lockdown due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
EYA has a Climate Change & Sustainability Services team
(CCaSS) engaged in offering consulting services to all type of
organizations. This service area measures, assesses and designs
internal and customer-facing reporting practices, as well as
calculates the carbon footprint of industrial plants or products
and environmental due diligence, among others.

Carbon neutral

EY Global undertook, as part of its environmental
strategy, to be carbon neutral by the end of 2020.
This involves leading a transformational change and
building a sustainable economy. This milestone will
favor the adoption of measures to promote sustainable
and inclusive growth for future generations, showing
once again EY’s commitment to building a better
working world.

Target 13.3

57%

Of the paper used

Improve education, awareness
raising and human and institutional
capacity on climate change
mitigation, adaptation, impact
reduction, and early warning.
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Section

09 Social and relationship capital
EYA adopts a CSR strategy, which is consistent with the vision
to build a better working world, collaborates with different
initiatives and generates positive actions.
Firm personnel can participate in social volunteering campaigns
and projects in different organizations, make donations and
perform pro bono work, among others initiatives.
In 2020, the Firm invested over ARS$ 3,390,000 as donations,
up by 13% with respect to the prior year.

EY Connect Day we help the ONG Habitat para la Humanidad

Volunteering programs within EYA are classified into social and
professional initiatives. The actions performed with civil society
organizations for recreation or support are classified as social
volunteering, whereas professional volunteering includes the
set of activities aligned to the services rendered by the Firm.
EYA own knowledge and experiences are employed.

Social volunteering
The Firm maintained its commitment to participating in
programs unrelated to its professional services and collaborating
with different actions and projects. Therefore, 247 PHM and
GDS volunteers offered 2,140 volunteering hours in 2020.
By the end of 2019, the region launched Ripples, a portal that
gathers all the volunteering initiatives and possibilities that may
be accessed by Firm employees. Employees may participate
in local initiatives, as well as get involved in an initiative
implemented by another EY office provided that they meet the
profile and skills required.
Volunteering at Fundación Sí
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247 PHM and GDS
volunteers offered 2,140
volunteering hours

in 2020.

In early 2020 at the onset of the pandemic outbreak, Ripples
played a major role as it gathered all our “COVID context”
initiatives.
Below we include some actions performed during the year:
Fundación Sí: In 2020, EYA started working with the
organization and conducted two toy workshops. It assembled
and painted different wooden and fabric toys, which were later
distributed by the Foundation across the centers it helps. It
involved the participation of 37 volunteers who contributed
296 hours.
Connect Day: EY defines and conducts volunteering activities
across the region during a chosen day. In 2020, an activity was
carried out in the Firm’s offices for students in the last years
of high school studies in Fundación Cimientos. A total of 38
students participated in the activity that consisted of a panel
of EYA collaborators with different profiles and professional
track records who shared their experience regarding the choice
of career and the way in which they apply the knowledge
acquired. Then, the senior students attended a workshop to

talk to Recruiting go-to employees, analyze they key elements
of a résumé and an efficient job interview, and get acquainted
with job search channels. The remainder group of students
participated in a workshop mainly focused on looking for
strengths and identifying skills. This year 14 volunteers
contributed 56 hours.
Cascos Verdes: GDS sponsors the Cascos Verdes association
engaged in the inclusion of people with intellectual disabilities
through environmental education. Green Helmets provides
them with the opportunity to follow environmental university
studies and become an environmental trainer. Several
workshops and a coaching session were taught over the year.
GDS personnel offered mentoring sessions to Green Helmets
members about different topics, such as communication,
technology usage, and tips for job interviews. A total of 75
volunteers contributed 195 hours.
Plantarse: Plantarse is an organization that promotes a
sustainability culture through participation and learning with
actions that affect climate change, protect biodiversity and
enhance people’s quality of life. GDS organized two activities
with volunteers: an activity to make furniture for an institution
and a second activity to plant trees in the Ecological Reserve of
Buenos Aires. A total of 80 volunteers contributed 480 hours.

Professional volunteering
EYA has a professional volunteering program whereby different
teams offer professional services including pro bono hours. In
2020, we performed several audit works at La Casa de Ronald
McDonald Asociación Argentina de Ayuda a la Infancia. We also
conducted other audit projects for Cáritas Argentina. A total of
771 pro bono hours were offered as professional volunteering.

771 pro bono hours

as professional volunteering.

In line with SDG 8 “Decent work and economic growth”, EYA
expects to implement projects that foster a more diverse
and inclusive community, and all the activities and projects
designed are based on such pillar.

Target 8.8

EY Connect Day we help the ONG Plantarse

Protect labor rights and promote
safe and secure working
environments of all workers,
including migrant workers,
particularly women migrants, and
those in precarious employment.

EYA targets
• Design tools to facilitate professional integration.
• Continue fostering access to full productive and decent
employment.
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Activities in the COVID-19 context
During the months of the mandatory lockdown due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, EYA maintained the commitments it had
assumed with different institutions and foundations of the civil
association it has been supporting for many years now.
The Firm decided, from very beginning of such period, not to
discontinue any of its programs in place; thus, it maintained
the 19 scholarships for university and high school studies held
with Fundación Puentes, Integrar and Cimientos. Given the
impossibility of performing the traditional annual dinners to raise
funds, EYA decided to make donations to each foundation to help
them overcome these tough times.

Social volunteering
In view of this new reality, EYA personnel had to reinvent
themselves and think new social volunteering alternatives
adjusted to the new digital reality. Thus, in the context of social
volunteering and in alliance with the Government for the City of
Buenos Aires, the Firm joined the “Mayores Cuidados” program,
by virtue of which EY personnel volunteered to assist senior
citizens who were alone to offer telephone assistance; go to the
pharmacy; do the groceries; pay services; walk the dog; use
zoom, WhatsApp or other digital applications, and cover the
needs that may arise during mandatory lockdown. A total of
15 volunteers participated in the program and spent 3 hours in
average, which accounted for 45 hours.

Professional volunteering
Considering the different needs in this context of isolation,
education was greatly affected, especially vulnerable groups
with limited resources. In alliance with Enseña por Argentina
foundation, EYA designed a training session for the teachers
of Caacupé school located in shantytown 21-24. The purpose
of the three meetings held was to provide teachers with tools
and advice to teach in virtual environments, so that they
could continue their learning process. A total of 3 volunteers
participated in designing this course and delivering the sessions,
accounting for 100 hours.

Seamos uno
EYA joined a group of business associations and third sector
organizations with the main clergy and governments of the
Province and City of Buenos Aires to mitigate, at least partially,
the food issues from the loss of their source of income due to the
lockdown. Firm employees offered their knowledge and time, and
rendered advisory services to boost transparency and controls.
A total of 5 volunteers worked during 670 hours through the end
of 2020.

670 hours

professional volunteering for the
Seamos Uno campaign.
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Una sola hinchada

Hardware donation

This was a national fund-raising campaign. It is an alliance
between Fundación River Plate, Banco de Alimentos, GDFE
(Group of Foundations and Companies), Caritas, AFA (Argentina
Football Association) and football clubs. It is a project to
support the implementation of internal controls whereby EYA
implemented administrative processes, defined roles and audited
the company. This campaign was aimed at providing vulnerable
populations with food and cleaning kits during the COVID-19
crisis. A total of 4 volunteers invested 200 volunteering hours in
this initiative.

GDS donated 45 portable computers to GNO Potrero Digital,
which expects to increase the computer literary basics of
underserved populations. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
courses regularly offered in their centers had to be delivered on a
digital basis, but most students did not have portable computers
in their houses. Thanks to this donation, most of them take their
classes virtually through Zoom or Skype using the portable PCs
donated by EYA.

Fundación Convidarte

In line with SDG 8 “Decent work and economic growth”, EYA
expects to implement projects that foster a more diverse and
inclusive community, and all the activities and projects designed
are based on such pillar.

A total of 38,000 aluminum trays were donated to Fundación
Convidarte. This Foundation gathers volunteers willing to cook
from their houses to then distribute food between the vulnerable
populations.

38,000 aluminium
trays donated to Fundación
Convidarte.
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Philanthropic campaigns

Community actions

As always, EYA continued with the following philanthropic
campaigns:

Pursuant to SDG 4 “Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all”,
EYA implements initiatives to meet this SDG:

• Nochebuena para todos (initiative whereby volunteer
employees donate boxes full of groceries as Christmas
gifts for needy families) Edition No. 13 of the campaign
“Nochebuena para Todos” through Cáritas. In 2020, Pistrelli
organized 32 boxes with nonperishable food items and the
Firm completed them by donating sheets and towels, as it has
been doing since it joined the campaign. A total of 120 GDS
volunteers joined this activity.
• Milk & diapers camping: Collaborators donate powder milk
and diapers to the Cooperative of Hospital Ricardo Gutiérrez.
Once the collection is over, the Firm undertakes to double
the amounts collected. In 2020, employee and EYA donation
amounted to 70 kg of milk and 3,540 diapers.
• Habitat for Humanity 14 GDS volunteers devoted 98 hours to
participate in this activity to help build a house in a vulnerable
neighborhood.
• Hardware donation: In 2020, PHM donated 112 portable
PCs to 19 nonprofit organizations, whereas GDS donated 25
portable PCs to the Ministry of Health to be used by healthcare
professionals in answering virtual appointments.
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Target 4.1
Target 4.1 By 2030, ensure that
all girls and boys complete free,
equitable and quality primary
and secondary education leading
to relevant and effective learning
outcomes.

• Mérito Escolar program: In 2020, the Firm offered two
scholarships to two EYA employees with high school children
with the highest GPAs. As in the prior editions, this year we had
two excellent GPAs.
• Grants offered by Asociación Civil Puentes: In line with
the commitment assumed 8 years ago, EYA offers grants to
university students. The Firm currently offers four grants that
involve financial aid, as well as advisory services and academic
help, if needed.

• Integrar grants: It continued supporting the development of
ten university students. It thus helped the Foundation work on
the promotion of youth development, offering opportunities for
them to complete their studies.
• Fundación Cimientos grant: The support to the work
performed in the Foundation was renewed for another year,
maintaining its assistance through five grants to young
university students. The program is aimed at accompanying
children at risk of not completing high school fostering the
development of activities that contribute to enhancing their
academic performance and increasing the possibilities of
obtaining a high school degree and creating a brighter future.

CSR events allow employees to get out
of the office jam and mind a worthy
cause, and are a clear example that companies
not only aim at generating revenues but also
have, and should have, a social purpose. I am
proud of belonging to a company that adopted
CSR as one of its pillars.
(German Corsetti - GDS)

It was a very nice experience to participate
in “Mayores Cuidados”; this initiative provided
me with the opportunity of helping a granny
that lives near my house and who was alone
during mandatory lockdown.
At first I run her errands and offered telephone
assistance. Then we reached a Tax peak so I
could only offer telephone assistance.
It was very nice to accompany her and make
her feel somehow supported, considering the
complex situation we are living.

Participating in #unasolahinchada
was highly motivating and encouraging.
Seeing the efforts made by many people who
did their part to help others in need and the
commitment made by football clubs, players,
foundations and well-known companies
makes you realize that we have a great spirit
of solidarity that becomes even stronger
in hard times. At EY, we have always been
committed and there were no holidays or
weekends that we did not coordinate new
actions or lure new donors to the campaign.
We are proud of participating and seeing
how these families were supported thanks to
#unasolahinchada.
EY team: Javier Pereyra – Senior, Legal
– TAX; Carla Theisen: Manager, Risk
Advisory; María José Estruga – Manager,
Legal – TAX; Alejandro Hordij - Executive
Director, Risk Advisory)

(María Cecilia Rufino - Tax Assistant)

Participating in EY Connect Day was
one of my favorite 2019 volunteering
activities. In addition to helping those in
need, I also met other employees with
whom we laughed and shared stories
while we hammered, sanded or assembled
furniture. When we finished and took
the group picture, we were all very proud
of our work and of making a difference.
I am proud of belonging to a company
that gives CSR the place it deserves and
that proposes interesting and relevant
activities.
(Constanza Pedemonte - GDS)
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Other outstanding programs
and events
In 2020, GDS created an Eco-Innovators Committee to
use smart thinking and technology to reduce negative
environmental impact and foster change oriented to a new
ecological mindset.

Event honoring employees reaching their
25th anniversary at the Firm

They key focus areas are based on learning programs, events
and digital campaigns to raise awareness and engage other
Firm professionals, volunteers and other participants to join
the conversation. The goals are focused on reducing the
carbon footprint, applying water classification techniques,
reducing nonrecyclable materials and noncompostable waste,
and meeting sustainability policies in EYA facilities. The core
of this initiative is to change sustainability habits and mindset
as part of EYA values, starting from home and influencing
the community. The role played by committee members is to
engage as facilitators and ambassadors of a cultural change and
promote creative thinking programs to achieve agenda goals.

Socios por un día (Junior Achievement Program): EYA
participated another year in the program and welcomed 3
graduating seniors who spent time with partners and their
engagement teams to live a day of work at one Big Four.
The Social candidates of the Entrepreneur of the Year 2020

Melina Masnatta, Chicas en Tecnología.
Alicia Garré, Cooperadora del Hospital de Niños.
Hernán Espantoso Rodríguez, Fundación Alegrañatas.
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ORT program: This year, EYA joined the initiative launched by
the school ORT started in 2019, similar to our “Socios por un
día” (Partners for a day) program. This program invites senior

high school students clearly oriented to economic studies to
visit related companies to shape their professional future. Thus,
the Firm received 5 young professionals who spent time with
two Tax partners to engage in a conversation oriented to PCAs
and the different applications of the course of studies.
EcoHouse: The NGO organized talks and workshops in
sustainability for GDS personnel.
Entrepreneur of the Year (EOY): For some years now, since
2010, EY gives the Entrepreneur of the Year award, the first
and only international award that recognizes and rewards
successful entrepreneurs in the business and social spheres.
The award is divided into five categories: Master, Lifetime
Achievement, Executive, Emerging and Social; the latter is
coordinated by the Firm’s CSR & Sustainability Management.
Year after year this award has been consolidating in the social
arena and gained momentum. This year more than 40 projects
were submitted for the social category.
The award banquet for this year had to be cancelled due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and will be held digitally. The candidates
were:
• Melina Masnatta, Chicas en Tecnología.
• Alicia Garré, Cooperative Association of Dr. Ricardo Gutierrez
Children’s Hospital
• Hernán Espantoso Rodríguez, Fundación Alegrañatas.
The price was set at ARS 390,000 and was split into three
equal parts.

“Copa Integración 2019” Football Tournament

Event for new managers, senior managers and new directors:
To celebrate the promotions to managers, senior managers and
directors, a lunch was organized to congratulate them for the
achievement and give them a gift.

End of year party: We celebrated the achievements made
throughout the year; over 2,400 collaborators attended.
During the event, 100 prizes were drawn and Auténticos
Decadentes played live.

Event for new graduates: As in prior years, the Firm organized
an event to toast for such achievement and give them a gift.

“Copa Integración 2019” Football Tournament: This year,
15 male and 6 female teams competed. A total of 168
people participated, 120 men and 48 women.

Event honoring employees reaching their 25th anniversary
at the Firm: Four collaborators who reached their 25th
anniversary celebrated their anniversary with their colleagues.
A total of 60 collaborators attended. The four guests of honor
received a commemorative gift, an event classic.
Launching of the Sustainability Report: The Firm’s
Sustainability Report was launched in November. It was
uploaded to the Global Compact and distributed among the
interested parties. As in prior years, a lunch was organized
with the CSR Committee to celebrate another year of service
and also to thank the commitment and dedication displayed
throughout the year to develop excellence deliverables.
Children’s day at EY: Due to this celebration, participants could
attend with their children, nephews, nieces and grandchildren
to the play “Había una vez un cuento desordenado” at Paseo la
Plaza.

Winners of the Female Tournament: Concatenadas (Gold)
and El Rejunte FC (Silver)

Winners of the Female Tournament: Concatenadas

Winners of the Male Tournament: La Banda de Payton (Golf)
y Pegados Al Valor (Silver)
Nuestros hijos de Fiesta (day on which employees bring
their children to the office): The Firm welcomes the
children of EYA employees in their offices. A total of 55
children participated. During the year, a new edition took
place, where children could celebrate a space designed
especially for them, which included a playground, foosball
table, PlayStation, shuffleboard, artistic makeup, temporary
tattoos, picture with Santa Claus and the elves, and a show
to end the event.

Winners of the Male Tournament: La Banda de Payton
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Section

10 GRI Standards table
102-55

Contents

Description

Section

Global
Compact

UNIVERSAL STANDARDS
General disclosures. GRI 102
Organizational Profile
102-1
102-2
102-3
102-4
102-5
102-6
102-7
102-8
102-9
102-10
102-12

Name of the organization
Activities, brands, products and services
Location of headquarters
Location of operations
Ownership and legal form
Markets served
Scale of the organization
Information on employees and other workers
Supply chain
Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain
External initiatives

Company profile
Company profile
Company profile
Company profile
Company profile
Company profile
Company profile
Human capital
Company profile
Note 1
About this report

102-13

Membership of associations

Intellectual capital

Strategy
102-14

Statement from senior decision-marker

A message from our CEO

Ethics and Integrity
102-16

Values, principles, standards and norms of behavior

Company profile

Governance
102-18

Governance structure
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Company profile

10

ODS

GRI Standards table - Cont.
Stakeholder Engagement
102-40
102-41
102-42
102-43
102-44

List of stakeholders
Collective bargaining agreements
Identifying and selecting stakeholders
Approach to stakeholder engagement
Key topics and concerns raised

About this report
Human capital
About this report
About this report
Note 2

Reporting Practice
102-45
102-46
102-47
102-48
102-49
102-50
102-51
102-52
102-53
102-54
102-55
102-56

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements
Defining report content and topic boundaries
List of material topics
Restatements of information
Changes in reporting
Reporting period
Date of most recent report
Reporting cycle
Contact point for questions regarding the report
Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards
GRI content index
External assurance

Note 3
About this report
About this report
Note 4
Note 5
About this report
30-06-19
Annual
Note 6
About this report
GRI Standards table
Note 7

Management Approach – GRI 103
103-1
103-2

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
The management approach and its components

About this report
Company profile

TOPIC-SPECIFIC STANDARDS
ECONOMIC

Economic Performance – GRI 201
201-1
201-4

Direct economic value generated and distributed
Financial assistance received from government

Financial capital
Financial capital
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GRI Standards table - Cont.
Market Presence – GRI 202
202-1

Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local

Note 8

Anti-corruption – GRI 205
205-1

Operations assessed for risks related to corruption

205-2

Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures

Note 9

10

Company profile

10

ENVIRONMENTAL

Materials – GRI 301
301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

Natural capital

7-8

Natural capital

7-8

Natural capital

7-8

Energy – GRI 302
302-1

Energy consumption within the organization

Water and Effluents – GRI 303
303-3

Water withdrawal by source

Emissions – GRI 305
305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

Natural capital

7-8

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

Natural capital

7-8

305-3

Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions

Natural capital

7-8

Company profile

8

Supplier Environmental Analysis – GRI 308
308-1

New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria
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GRI Standards table - Cont.
SOCIAL

Employment – GRI 401
401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time employees

401-3

Parental leave

Human capital
Note 10
Human capital

6

Intellectual capital
Human capital

6
6

Training and Education – GRI 404
404-1
404-3

Average hours of training per year per employee
Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews

6

Diversity and Equal Opportunity – GRI 405
405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

Human capital

6

405-2

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men

Human capital

6

Note 11

5

Note 11

4

Company profile

2

Child Labor – GRI 408
408-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of child labor

Forced or Compulsory Labor – GRI 409
409-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of child labor

Supplier Social Assessment – GRI 414
414-1

New suppliers that were screened using social criteria

Customer Privacy – GRI 418
418-1

Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data

Note 12

Socioeconomic Compliance – GRI 419
419-1

Noncompliance with laws and regulations in the social and economic area

Financial capital
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GRI Standards table - Cont.
NOTES
Note 1: There were no material changes in the organization or supply chain.
Note 2: No new key issues arose concerning stakeholder engagement.
Note 3: The organization does not file consolidated financial statements because it does not considerably affect the information included in the individual financial statements.
Note 4: The FY 19 report included data related to “Mes de la salud” for FY20; therefore, the data published this year coincide.
Note 5: There were no significant changes in the scope or coverage of the main aspects of this report.
Note 6: rse.sustentabilidad@ar.ey.com
Note 7: This report was not verified by an independent third party.
Note 8: All salaries exceed the minimum salary. In fact, both men and women salary double the minimum pay.
Note 9: All Firm offices consider corruption-related risks.
Note 10: Employee benefits are the same for everyone, whether they are full-time or part-time employees.
Note 11: No own centers or suppliers face child or forced labor risks.
Note 12: There were no claims for breach of customer privacy or data breaches during the reporting period.
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EY | Assurance | Tax | Strategy and Transaction | Consulting
Acerca de EY
EY is a world leader in assurance, tax, strategy and transactions and
consulting. The information and quality service we provide helps build
confidence in capital markets and economies around the world. We
develop exceptional leaders who are integrated into teams they deliver on
our promise of value to our customers and the community.
By doing this, we play a critical role in building a world of business that
works better for our people, our customers and our communities.
EY refers to the world organization and may refer to one or more firms
member of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a independent
legal person. Ernst & Young Global Limited, UK company Kingdom limited
by warranty, does not provide services to clients. to get more information,
visit our page ey.com.
This communication is issued by EYGM Limited, a member of the world
organization of EY that does not offer any services to clients either.
For more information, visit our page ey.com
or by email rse.sustentabilidad@ar.ey.com
© 2020 Pistrelli, Henry Martin y Asociados S.R.L.
All Rights Reserved.

ey.com
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